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Abstract
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When directly using existing text generation
datasets for controllable generation, we are
facing the problem of not having the domain
knowledge and thus the aspects that could
be controlled are limited. A typical example is when using CNN/Daily Mail dataset for
controllable text summarization, there is no
guided information on the emphasis of summary sentences. A more useful text generator
should leverage both the input text and control variables to guide the generation, which
can only be built with deep understanding of
the domain knowledge. Motivated by this vision, our paper introduces a new text generation dataset, named MReD. Our new dataset
consists of 7,089 meta-reviews and all its 45k
meta-review sentences are manually annotated
as one of the carefully defined 9 categories, including abstract, strength, decision, etc. We
present experimental results on start-of-theart summarization models, and propose methods for controlled generation on both extractive and abstractive models using our annotated data. By exploring various settings and
analaysing the model behavior with respect to
the control inputs, we demonstrate the challenges and values of our dataset. MReD allows
us to have a better understanding of the metareview corpora and enlarge the research room
for controllable text generation 1 .

1

Introduction

Text generation has been brought to a new era along
with the development of neural network based generation techniques. Along the dimension of the
mapping relation between the input information
and the output text, we can roughly group the recent tasks into three clusters: more-to-less, less∗
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meta-review:
[This paper studies n-step returns in off-policy RL and introduces a novel algorithm which adapts the return’s horizon n
in function of a notion of policy’s age.]←ABSTRACT [Overall, the reviewers found that the paper presents interesting observations and promising experimental results.]←STRENGTH
[However, they also raised concerns in their initial reviews,
regarding the clarity of the paper, its theoretical foundations
and its positioning (notably regarding the bias/variance tradeoff
of uncorrected n-step returns) and parts of the experimental
results. ]←WEAKNESS [In the absence of rebuttal or revised
manuscript from the authors, not much discussion was triggered.]←REBUTTAL PROCESS [Based on the initial reviews,
the AC cannot recommend accepting this paper, but the authors are encouraged to pursue this interesting research direction.]←DECISION

Table 1: An example of annotated meta-review. CATE GORY indicates the category of each sentence.

to-more, and neck-to-neck. The more-to-less text
generation tasks output a concise piece of text from
some more abundant input, such as text summarization (Tan et al., 2017; Kryściński et al., 2018).
The less-to-more generation tasks generate a more
abundant output from some obviously simpler input, such as prompt-based story generation (Fan
et al., 2018). The neck-to-neck generation aims at
generating an output text which conveys the same
quantity of knowledge as the input but in natural
language, such as typical RDF triples to text tasks
(Gardent et al., 2017) and style transfer (Shen et al.,
2017).
To some extent, the existing tasks are not so
enlightening because they do not have deep understanding on the domains they are working on, i.e.,
domain knowledge. Take text summarization as
an example, the most well-experimented dataset
CNN/Daily Mail (Nallapati et al., 2016) is composed of the training pairs of news content and
news titles. However, it does not tell why a particular piece of news content should have that corresponding title, say for the same earning report, why
one media emphasizes its new business success in
the title, but another emphasizes its net income.

Obviously there is not a standard answer regarding
right or wrong. For such cases, if we can specify a
control variable, say “emphasizing new business”,
the generated text would make more sense to users
using the text generator.
In this paper, we prepare a new text generation
dataset by deeply analyzing the meta-reviews in
the peer reviewing system, namely the open reviews of ICLR, which for the first time allows the
generator to be trained by taking the input texts
and control variables simultaneously. We name
our Meta-Review Dataset as MReD. It is not only
suitable for vanilla summarization, but also allows
the trained generator to generate varied summaries
according to the control variables. Note that for
ease of preparation and explanation, we ground
our dataset in the peer review domain. However,
the data preparation methodology and proposed
models are transferable to other domains, which is
indeed what we hope to motivate with this effort.
We collect 7,089 meta-reviews from ICLR in
recent years (2018 - 2021), and fully annotate the
dataset. Each sentence in the meta-review is classified into one of the 9 pre-defined categories: abstract, strength, weakness, rating summary, area
chair (AC) disagreement, rebuttal process, suggestion, decision and miscellaneous (misc). Table 1
shows an annotated example from MReD, where
each sentence is classified into a single category
that best describes the characteristic and intention
of this sentence. Unlike previous text generation
datasets, the annotations provide rich information
on the aspects of each sentence in meta-reviews.
Given the rich annotations, MReD can naturally
serve the purpose for controllable text generation,
for which we utilize the annotated category information as control variables to guide the metareview generation, and also design several reviewarrangement methods to re-arrange the sequences
of reviews. Through the experimental result analysis of the above two tasks, we demonstrate the
value of our MReD data and shed light on the possible future research.
To summarize, our contributions include:
• We introduce a fully-annotated meta-review
dataset and provide a thorough data analysis.
We will release the annotated meta-reviews and
associated reviews/rebuttals to the community.
• We conduct preliminary experiments with the
new dataset on both extractive baselines and
start-of-the-art abstractive models so that other

researchers can easily do further study.
• We propose control methods for both extractive
and abstractive models and show that we can
freely enforce different generation structures
by specifying the control sequence given to the
model. We will also release the experiment
code and detailed setting to the community.

2

MReD: Meta-Review Dataset

This paper explores the controllable text generation
in a new domain, i.e., the meta-reviews in the peer
reviewing system. Unlike previous datasets that
mainly focus on domains like news, meta-review
is a worth-studying domain containing essential
and high-density opinions. Specifically, during the
peer review process of scientific work submissions,
a senior reviewer or area chair will recommend
a decision and manually write a meta-review to
summarize the opinions from different reviewers.
We first introduce the data collection process, and
then describe the annotation details, followed by
dataset analysis.
2.1

Data Collection

We collect the meta-review related data from an online peer reviewing platform for ICLR 2 from 2018
to 2021. Note that the submissions from earlier
years are not collected because their meta-reviews
are not released. To prepare our dataset for controllable text generation, for each submission, we collect multiple review passages with each reviewer’s
rating score and confidence level, the final metareview decision and the meta-review passage. Table 2 shows the statistics of data collected for each
year. Initially 7,894 submissions are collected. After filtering, 7,089 meta-reviews are retained with
their corresponding 23,675 reviews. The lack of
annotated data in the peer review domain is a common issue. Given the level of detailed annotations
as explained in the next section, we believe our
dataset is on a comparable scale as the other annotated datasets we surveyed in the peer review
domain.
2.2

Data Annotation

In contrast to the existing datasets that are directly
used for text generation, we aim to leverage the
domain knowledge by having a comprehensive understanding on the meta-reviews. 14 professional
data annotators are hired from a data annotation
2
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Year #Submissions #withReviews #Meta-Reviews
2018
2019
2020
2021
Total

0,994
1,689
2,595
2,616
7,894

0,942
1,639
2,517
2,616
7,714

0,892
1,412
2,169
2,616

1.5

1

·104
12,865

Reject
Accept

9,566

5,677

5,114

0.5

3,319

4,052

2,315

7,089

2,726

295

0

Table 2: Dataset statistics of MReD.

company and 12 of them are selected to label the
sentences in meta-reviews with pre-defined categories following the annotation guidelines. Note
that we select the data annotators based on their
annotation qualities during a trial round, and the
selected data annotators are fully paid for their
work. Each meta-review sentence is independently
labelled by 2 different annotators, and a third annotator resolves any existing disagreement between
the previous annotators. We label 45,929 sentences
from 7,089 meta-reviews in total, and calculate the
cohen’s kappa between the two annotators is 0.968.
In terms of the data annotation guidelines, based
on the nature of meta-reviews, we pre-define 9 categories: abstract, strength, weakness, suggestion,
rebuttal process, rating summary, area chair (AC)
disagreement, decision and miscellaneous (misc).
Table 3 shows the definitions and a few typical
examples for each category. The identification of
categories of some sentences is fairly straightforward, while some sentences are relatively ambiguous. Therefore, besides following the definitions
of each category, the annotators are also required
to follow the additional rules as below.
First, instead of only looking at an individual
sentence, the annotators are given a complete paragraph of meta-review to label each sentence with
the context information. For example, if the area
chair writes a sentence providing some extra background knowledge in the discussion of the weakness of the submission, that sentence itself can be
considered as “misc”. However, it should be labelled as “weakness” to be consistent in context.
We provide one special example in Appendix A to
further illustrate the details.
Second, not every sentence can be strictly classified into a single category. When a sentence
contains information from multiple categories, the
annotators should consider its main point and primary purpose. For instance, “Although the paper
discusses an interesting topic and contains potentially interesting idea, its novelty is limited.” Even
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Figure 1: Sentence numbers in different categories.
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[4,5)
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[6,7)

[7,8)

>=8

<=50 28%
(48)

29% 26% 18% 8% 14% 24% 36%
(83) (169) (270) (170) (254) (132) (29)

[51,100]

38%
(65)

33% 37% 30% 29% 30% 34% 29%
(94) (247) (470) (583) (526) (192) (23)

[101,150]

17%
(30)

22% 19% 23% 25% 24% 24% 23%
(64) (124) (354) (495) (431) (135) (18)

>150

17%
(29)

16% 18% 29% 38% 32% 18% 12%
(45) (118) (455) (771) (555) (100) (10)

Figure 2: Meta-review length distribution across different rating scores. The number in the bracket shows the
submission count.

though the first half of the sentence discusses the
strength of the submission, the primary purpose of
this sentence is to point out its weakness, and therefore the sentence should be labelled as weakness.
Furthermore, there are still some cases where
the main point of the sentence is hard to differentiate from multiple categories. We then define a
priority order of these 9 categories according to
the importance of each category for annotators to
?
follow: decision > rating summary > strength =
weakness > ac disagreement > rebuttal process >
abstract > suggestion > miscellaneous. There are
some rare cases, such as a sentence contains both
“strength” and “weakness” while there is no special
focus on either. We then label this sentence based
on the final decision. If this submission is accepted,
we label the sentence as “strength”; and vice versa.
2.3

Data Analysis

To better understand the MReD dataset, we conduct
the following analysis along different dimensions.
Sentence distribution across categories. The
sentence numbers in different categories are shown
in Figure 1, further breakdown by the final decision (i.e., accept or reject). Among 7,089 submis-

Categories

Definitions

abstract

A piece of summary about the contents “The paper presents/explores/describes/addresses/proposes ...”
of the submission

Examples

strength

Reviewers’ opinions about the strengths “The reviewers found the paper interesting.” “The method and justification
of the submission
are clear.” “The quantitative results are promising.”

weakness

Reviewers’ opinions about the weak- “The paper is somewhat incremental ...” “... claims are confusing” “The
nesses of the submission
main concern is ...” “... unfair experimental comparisons ...”

rating space A summary about reviewers’ rating “R1 recommends Accept.” “All four reviewers ultimately recommended acsummary
scores or decisions
ceptance.” “Reviews were somewhat mixed, but also with mixed confidence
scores.”
ac morespace Area chair (AC) shares different opinions “The area chair considers the remaining concerns by Reviewer 3 as invalid.”
disagreement to reviewers
“I do not agree with the criticism about ...” “I disagree with the second point
...”
rebuttal space Contents related to authors’ rebuttal with “The authors have made various improvements to the paper” “... remained
process
respect to reviews or discussions between after the author rebuttal ...” “Authors provided convincing feedbacks on this
reviewers in the rebuttal period
key point.”
suggestion

Concrete suggestions for improving the “... more analysis ...” “The authors are advised to take into account the
submission
issues about ...”

decision

Final decision (i.e., accept or reject) on “The paper is recommended as a poster presentation.” “AC recommends
the submission
Reject.” “I recommend rejection.”

miscellaneous None of the above, such as courtesy ex- “Thank you for submitting you paper to ICLR.” “I’ve summarized the pros
pressions.
and cons of the reviews below.”

Table 3: Category definitions and examples of meta-review sentences.
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Figure 3: Sentence-level category distribution breakdown by different lengths of meta-reviews.

sions, there are 2,368 accepted and 4,721 rejected.
Among all submissions and across the rejected submissions, “weakness” accounts for the largest proportion, while across the accepted ones, “abstract”
and “strength” take up a great proportion. To some
extent, these three categories which dominate in
meta-reviews could be easily summarized from the
reviewers’ comments. Some minor or subjective
categories like “ac disagreement” are naturally hard
to generate.
Breakdown analysis by meta-review lengths
and average rating scores. We present the percentage of meta-reviews of different lengths in each
score range, as shown in Figure 2. For example,

among the meta-reviews that receive the average
score below 2 (i.e., the first column in the figure),
28% are less than or equal to 50 words, 38% falls
in the length range of 51 to 100 words. We can
observe that the meta-reviews tend to be longer for
those submissions receiving scores in the middle
range, while shorter for those with lower scores
or higher scores. This coincides with our commonsense that for high-score and low-score submissions, the decisions tend to be a clear accept
or a clear reject so that meta-reviews can be relatively shorter, while for those borderline submissions, area chairs have to carefully weigh the pros
and cons to make the final decision (Appendix B.2).
As shown in Figure 3, the meta-reviews with more
than 150 words generally have a larger proportion
of sentences describing “weakness” and “suggestion” for authors to improve the submissions. We
further analyze the occurrence of each category
for accepted papers and rejected papers separately
across different score ranges. Figure 4 shows such
occurrence for accepted papers, and same analysis for rejected papers can be found in Appendix
B.1. As the score increases, the percentage of metareviews having “weakness”, “ac disagreement” and
“suggestion” drops because the high-score submissions are more likely to be accepted. Even the
percentage of “decision” drops following the same
trend. In addition, the proportion of meta-reviews
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Figure 4: Occurrence of different categories for accepted papers, breakdown by average scores.

Meta-review patterns. In order to study the
common structures of meta-reviews, we present the
transition matrix of different category segments in
Figure 5, where the sum of each row is 1. Note that
each segment represents the longest consecutive
sentences with the same category. We add “<start>”
and “<end>” tokens before and after each metareview accordingly to investigate which categories
tend to be at the start/end of the meta-reviews. It is
clear to see that “abstract” usually positions at the
beginning of the meta-review, while “suggestion”
and “decision” usually appear in the end. There
are also some clear patterns appearing in the metareviews, such as “abstract → strength → weakness”, “rating summary → weakness → rebuttal
process”, and “abstract → weakness → decision”.

3
3.1

Controllable Meta-review Generation
with MReD
Task Definition

We aim to work on controllable text generation
with rich domain knowledge. As explained, in
uncontrolled generation, users cannot instruct the
model to emphasize on desired aspects. However,
in a domain such as meta-reviews, given the same
review inputs, one AC may emphasize more on the
“strength” of the paper following a sequence like
“abstract → strength → decision”, whereas another
AC may prefer a different structure with more focus on reviewers’ opinions and suggestions (i.e.,
“rating summary” and “suggestion”). To achieve
such flexibility, our task is defined as: given the reviews of a submission and a control sequence for its
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Transition Probabilities

having “rebuttal process” is larger for submissions
with lower scores. This suggests that the rebuttal
process plays an important role in peer review process, especially in helping the borderline papers to
be accepted.

0.0

Figure 5: Transition matrix of different categories.

meta-review, the model aims to generate an metareview derived from the reviews while following
the control sequence.
3.2

Explored Methods

As the recent generation works (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Liu and Lapata, 2019; Xing et al., 2020)
basically adopted an encoder-decoder based architecture and achieved state-of-the-art performance
on many tasks and datasets, we primarily investigate the performance of such a framework on our
task. Thus in this subsection, we present how to
re-organize the review information and the control
information as an input sequence of the encoder.
We will also explore other baselines in the experiment section.
In order to summarize multiple reviews into a
meta-review showing a desirable structure, we explicitly specify the control label sequence that a
model should comply with. Specifically, we add
the control sequence in front of the text passage.
By directly combining both the control and textual
information as the single input, our control method
is independent of any specific encoder or decoder

Setting Name
Review Combination Methods
longest-review
concat
merge
rate-concat
rate-merge
Control Methods
sentence-control
segment-control

Example Input
[THE LONGEST REVIEW]
Review1 <REVBREAK> Review2 <REVBREAK> Review3
[MERGED CONTENT OF REVIEWS]
R1 rating score: S1 , R2 rating score: S2 , R3 rating score: S3 . Review1 <REVBREAK>
Review2 <REVBREAK> Review3
R1 rating score: S1 , R2 rating score: S2 , R3 rating score: S3 . [MERGED CONTENT OF
REVIEWS]
abstract | abstract | decision ==> [TEXT PASSAGE]
abstract | decision ==> [TEXT PASSAGE]

Table 4: Top section: examples for review combination methods for submission with 3 reviews. [THE LONGEST
REVIEW] represents the longest review passage amongst all reviews received for the same submission. Review1,
Review2, Review3 each represents the respective review content, and S1 , S2 , S3 are their corresponding rating
scores. [MERGED-CONTENT OF REVIEWS] is generated by inserting review paragraphs into the longest review
backbone according to cosine similarity scores. Bottom section: examples for control methods. [TEXT PASSAGE]
refers to the content obtained from reviews using any review combination methods.

structures. Moreover, by placing the short control
sequence in front, we avoid the possibility of losing
such control information when a model truncates
the input according to the input length limit.
Since the reviews contain much more information than the meta-review and the control sequence,
how to re-organize the sentences in the review passage may affect the effectiveness of the encoder to
capture more useful information. We then explore
various methods to re-organize the multiple reviews
of the same submission: Concat - we simply concatenate all reviews one after another according
to their sequence. Merge - we first segment all
reviews into paragraphs and choose the longest review passage as a backbone. Then, we calculate
the cosine similarity between each paragraph in
other reviews and the paragraphs in the backbone,
and insert them after the backbone paragraph of the
highest cosine similarity score. Additionally, we
provide a baseline setting longest-review, which
does not combine reviews but only uses the longest
review passage as the source input.
Beside the review text, review rating score is another type of crucial information for writing meta
reviews and it cannot be found in the review passages but exist in the field of rating score. To utilize
such information, we create a rating score sentence
in the following format: “R1 rating score: S1 , R2
rating score: S2 , ...”, where Si corresponds to the
score given by the ith reviewer Ri , in the same
sequence as used in concat. We add this rating
sentence in front of the concat and merge settings
to obtain rate-concat and rate-merge respectively.
As aforementioned, we place the control se-

quence in front of the re-organized review information. More specifically, we explore two different control methods: (1) Sentence-control, which
uses one control label per target sentence, thus controls generation on a sentence-level. Note that this
method can allow implicit control on the length
(i.e., number of sentences) of the generation. (2)
Segment-control, which treats consecutive sentences of the same label as one segment and only
uses one label for a single segment. Example inputs of different settings are shown in Table 4. For
instance, sentence-control repeats “abstract” in its
control sequence whereas segment-control does
not. This is because segment-control treats the 1st
and 2nd target sentences of “abstract” as the same
segment and only uses a single label to indicate it
in the sequence.
Using the above input sequence as the source and
the corresponding meta-review as the target, we can
train an encoder-decoder model for controllable
generation. Many transformer-based models have
achieved state-of-the-art performance. Common
abstractive summarization models include BART
(Lewis et al., 2020), T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020). In this paper we
focus on the bart-large-cnn model, one variant of
the BART model (more experiments on other pretrained models can be found in Appendix C.2).
More specifically, we use the pytorch implementation in the open-source library Hugging Face Transformers (Wolf et al., 2020). Hence, all our future
usage of the word “Transformers” refers to bartlarge-cnn implementation in the Transformers library .

4

Experiments

4.1
4.1.1

Baselines
Extractive Baselines

First, we provide three common extractive baselines under the uncontrolled setting, namely
Lexrank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), Textrank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and MMR (Carbonell and
Goldstein, 1998).
• Lexrank represents sentences in a graph and
uses eigenvector centrality to calculate sentence
importance scores.
• Textrank is another graph-based sentence ranking method that obtains vertex scores by running a “random-surfer model” until convergence.
• MMR, calculates sentence scores by reducing a
scaled redundancy score from a scaled information relevance score. Its scaling hyperparameter
λ has value between 0 and 1, where 0 means not
considering information relevance but avoiding
redundancy at all cost, and 1 means not considering redundancy at all.
After ranking the sentences, these models then select the ranked top k sentences as the generated
output, where k is a hyperparameter deciding the
size of the generated output.
For controlled extractive baselines, we select
only the top input sentences with the same category labels as specified in the control sequence.
These input sentence labels can be obtained using a
LSTM-CRF (Lample et al., 2016) tagger trained on
the labelled meta-reviews sentences. More details
regarding the tagger can be found in Appendix C.1
4.1.2

Generic Sentence Baselines

Considering the nature of meta-reviews, we could
imagine some categories may have common
phrases which would inflate the Rouge scores, such
as “This paper proposes ...” for abstract, and “I recommend accepting this paper.” for decision, etc.
To examine such impact, we select sentences that
are generic in each category and combine these sentences to generate outputs according to the control
sequences. For instance, if the control sequence
is “abstract → strength → decision”, we take the
most generic sentences from the categories of “abstract”, “strength” and “decision” respectively to
form the output. Specifically, we create two generic
sentence baselines by obtaining generic sentences
from the training set of either the meta-review refer-

ences (i.e., target) or the input reviews (i.e., source),
namely “Target Generic” and “Source Generic”.
We use “Target Generic” as an example to explain how to obtain the generic sentences. We
group all meta-review sentences in the training set
according to their label categories, and then rearrange the sentences in each category using Textrank (our best performing extractive model, more
details shown later). Since Textrank ranks the input
sentences based on each sentence’s content connection with others, sentences with higher rankings are
also more general in the sense that they have more
shared contents with others.
Additionally, submissions with very high or very
low scores may inflate the Rouge scores differently.
This is suggested by our data analysis in Fig.2, that
an AC may elaborate more on borderline papers but
write more succinctly for clear-cut papers. Therefore, we also obtain the generic sentences from
only the high-score examples (i.e., average rating
> 7) or the low-score examples (i.e., average rating
6 3). We name these obtained baselines as “Source
High Score”, “Source Low Score”, “Target High
Score” and “Target Low Score” accordingly.
4.2

Experimental Setting

We conduct text generation experiments on our
MReD dataset with the following preprocessing:
(1) Since the majority of the submissions have more
than 3 reviews, we filter the dataset to remove the
submissions with only one or two reviews. (2) We
also filter the dataset to ensure the meta-reviews
containing 20 to 400 words as certain meta-review
passages are extremely short or long. After preprocessing, we obtain a total of 6,693 source-target
pairs. We randomly split the examples into train,
validation and test sets by a ratio of 8:1:1, and
evaluate our generated outputs against the reference meta-reviews using the F1 scores of ROUGE1 ,
ROUGE2 and ROUGEL (Lin, 2004) 3 .
For the baselines, we set λ to 0.8 for MMR (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998). Moreover, we set the
number of extracted review sentences k to be the
same as the number of meta-review sentences for
all extractive models for a fairer comparison between the uncontrolled and controlled generations.
Similarly, we use sentence-control for generic sentence baselines to ensure that the output contains
the same number of sentences as the gold meta3
We use the Hugging Face Transformers’ Rouge evaluation script, which has the field “use_stemmer” enabled.

review sentences. In addition, for the generic sentence baselines, we want to avoid using the same
sentence twice inside the same generation, because
this will reduce the Rouge F1 scores due to lower
precision. Therefore, if the same label appears multiple times in a control sequence, we will use the
the same number of generic sentences for that category down the ranking order. We obtain generic
sentences from reviews and meta-reviews in the
training set, and conduct generation on the test set.
For the Transformers model, we first load the
pretrained model and then fine-tune it on MReD.
All experiments are conducted on single V100
GPUs, using a batch size of 1 in order to fit the
large pretrained model on a single GPU. During
fine-tuning, we set the Transformers’ hyperparameters of “minimum_target_length” to 20, and “maximum_target_length” to 400, according to our filter
range on the meta-review lengths. Since the Transformers model truncates the source length to 1024
tokens by default, we further explore extending
the source truncation to 2048 and 3072 (detailed
MReD source length statistics are shown in Appendix C.3). For the rest of the hyperparameters,
we use the pretrained model’s default values.
4.3

Main Results

We summarize our main results on various baselines and the Transformers in Table 5. Amongst the
extractive baselines, Textrank performs the best in
both uncontrolled and controlled settings. For the
generic sentence baselines, the target baselines significantly outperform the source baselines, with the
low score baselines performing the best amongst
both source and target baselines. This suggests
that meta-reviews still differ from reviews in terms
of the general language used, yet the writing on
low score submissions is more typical for both
reviews and meta-reviews. Lastly, amongst the
Transformers settings, sentence-control is the best,
followed by segment-control. We believe that this
is most likely due to the former’s more fine-grained
sentence-level control as compared to latter coarser
segment-level control.
For all extractive and abstractive models, the controlled generation models outperform the uncontrolled ones, validating our intuition that controlled
generation is more suitable for user-subjective scenarios such as meta-reviews. Moreover, the Transformers model far outperforms the extractive baselines, showing that the extraction-based genera-

R1

R2

RL

Source Generic
Source High Score
Source Low Score
Target Generic
Target High Score
Target Low Score

23.00
23.37
25.28
31.24
30.82
31.70

3.19
3.58
2.96
5.92
5.38
7.30

11.56
12.82
12.77
16.49
16.21
18.55

MMR, uncontrolled
Lexrank, uncontrolled
Textrank, uncontrol
MMR, controlled
Lexrank, controlled
Textrank, controlled

30.98
31.42
32.22
32.33
31.94
33.02

5.36
6.62
7.24
6.39
6.52
7.15

16.07
16.39
16.81
17.60
16.99
17.49

Transformers, uncontrolled
34.70 8.71 20.92
Transformers, sentence-control 38.82 10.71 23.11
Transformers, segment-control 36.49 9.88 22.76

Table 5: Meta-review generation results on MReD
dataset under Rouge1 , Rouge2 , and RougeL F1 scores.
Top section shows the generic sentence baselines. Middle section shows the extractive baselines. Bottom
section shows the Transformers uncontrolled baseline
and two controlled generation results, using the review combination method rate-concat and truncation
of 2048 input tokens.

tion is insufficient for MReD. This again affirms
that meta-reviews differ in writing from reviews,
as suggested by the much higher Rouge scores
of the target generic sentence baselines over the
source generic sentence baselines. Nevertheless,
the Transformers model significantly outperforms
both source-based and target-based generic sentence baselines, while all extractive baselines surpass the source-based generic sentence baselines
Note that the extractive baselines cannot be compared against the target-based generic sentence
baselines since they do not have access to the target. This shows that despite certain generic phrases
in the sentence categories do contribute to Rouge,
all extractive and abstractive models still capture
content-specific information for each input.
4.4

More Analysis

We further compare the effect of different review
combination methods as discussed in Section 4.2.
As shown in Table 6, the longest-review setting has
the worst performance, thus validates that the review combination methods are necessary in order
not to omit important information. Merge has better
performance than concat, so it is possible that more
organized contents could help to improve the performance. However, after adding the rating score

Figure 6: Cross attention weights of each generated token towards each control token in logarithmic scale.

longest-review
concat ccccccccccccccccccccccccc
merge
rate-concat
rate-merge

R1

R2

RL

33.00
34.12
34.42
34.70
34.40

7.98
8.49
8.77
8.71
8.72

20.37
20.59
20.73
20.92
20.74

Table 6: Meta-review uncontrolled generation results
for different review combination methods with source
truncation length of 2048.
length

R1

R2

RL

Generated
Content

Attention Attribution

Sent 1:
(abstract)
This paper proposes
a method for using
cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted
with historical ciphers.

Sent 2:
(rating summary)
The reviewers were
unanimous in their
vote to accept.

1024 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.56 10.63 22.87
2048 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.82 10.71 23.11
3072 cccccccccccccccccccccccccc 38.59 10.59 22.89

Table 7: Meta-review sentence-controlled generation
results of different source truncation lengths.

sentence, rate-concat achieves higher performance
than concat, while there is not much difference between rate-merge and merge. One reason could
be that in rate-concat, the number of scores in the
rating sentence is exactly the same as the number
of concatenated reviews, whereas in rate-merge,
the scores cannot be traced to their corresponding
reviews due to the merged content.
Last but not least, we show the performance on
different source truncation lengths for Transformers using rate-concat in Table 7. Truncating the
source to 2048 tokens consistently achieves the
best performance, though not by a large extent as
compared to other truncation lengths.
4.5

Case Study

We perform case studies for better understanding
of the controllable generation process on Transformers. The example used here is generated using
settings of rate-concat, sentence-control, and input
truncation of 3072 tokens. Although 3072 is not
the best performing truncation setting, it allows

Table 8: Attention attribution analysis. The left column shows the generated meta-review splitting into
sentences. The right column shows the normalized attention attribution on the control sequence and the top
3 most relevant review sentences. Darker red color corresponds to higher attention weights.

more input tokens to be included in our attention
attribution analysis.
Ability to identify the control label for each sentence. First, we evaluate on whether the model
is able to attend to the correct control label during generation. From the decoder’s last layer, we
obtain the cross attention weights of each output
token towards the control tokens during the generation process, and plot them in Figure 6. Generally,
the attention weights shift from “abstract” to “rating summary” as the generation proceeds from the
first sentence to the second sentence.
Ability to extract information from the most related input sentences. To understand what information the model attends to when generating each
sentence, we attribute attention scores from each
generated sentence towards all input sentences by

Gold Labels

Gold

abstract, rating summary

this work adapts cycle GAN to the problem of decipherment with some success. it’s still an early result,
but all the reviewers have found it to be interesting and worthwhile for publication.

Control Sequence

Generated Passage

1

abstract, rating summary

This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ciphers.
The reviewers were unanimous in their vote to accept.

2

abstract, abstract,
rating summary

This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ciphers.
The proposed method is based on replacing the log loss of the GAN with a quadratic loss and regularizing
the Jacobian of the discriminator.
The reviewers were unanimous in their vote to accept.

3

strength, decision

The reviewers agree that the paper is well-written, the problem is interesting, and the proposed method is
novel. The paper should be accepted.

4

misc, abstract,
strength, decision

Thanks for your submission to ICLR.
This paper proposes a method for using cycle GANs to decipher text encrypted with historical ciphers.
This is an interesting and fairly original problem, and the proposed method is shown to be very effective.
All reviewers agree that the paper is well written, and I’m happy to recommend acceptance.

5

weakness,
ac disagreement

The reviewers raised a number of concerns including the correctness of the proof, the lack of a simple
baseline, and the presentation of the paper. The authors’ rebuttal addressed some of these concerns, but
not to the degree that the reviewers felt it should be.

0

Table 9: Examples of the same example’s meta-review (gold) and controlled generation outputs given alternative
control sequences using the sentence-control method.

aggregating the decoder’s last-layer cross attention
weights upon the generation of each token. Then,
we select the top 3 input sentences with the highest
attention scores for each generated sentence, and
visualize the normalized attention weights on all
tokens for the selected sentences. More details are
given in Appendix C.4. Table 8 shows an example
of the generated meta-review and its corresponding
attention attribution on the top 3 input sentences
as well as the control sequence. As it can be seen,
when generating “Sent 1”, it mainly attends to the
top 1 input sentence and correctly extracts relevant information. When generating “Sent 2” as a
rating summary, it attends to the rating score sentence, especially with higher attention weights on
the scores.
Ability to generate different contents given alternative control sequences. To further investigate the effectiveness of the control sequence, we
change the control sequence of the above example
and re-generate the meta-reviews given the same
input reviews. As shown in Table 9, the original
control sequence is “abstract → rating summary”.
For example in Row 2, we add an additional control label (i.e., “abstract”) between the original two
control labels. From the output we can see the 1st
and 3rd sentences are the same as those in Row 1,
and the 2nd sentence nicely follows the topic of the
1st sentence while providing additional information.
This is one key advantage of our sentence-level con-

trol, which effectively allows control of length and
level of details of the generation by using suitable
control sequences. We further experiment with
other control labels that are not present in the gold
control sequence, as shown in Row 3 to Row 5.
Again, each generated sentence nicely corresponds
to the label category as given control sequence. For
row 5, since our choice of control labels differs
significantly in nature from the gold labels, we conduct further attention attribution analysis which can
be found in Appendix C.5.

5

Related Work

Datasets for text summarization. Several
datasets have been proposed to facilitate the study
of text summarization. NYT (Sandhaus, 2008),
Gigaword (Napoles et al., 2012), CNN/Daily Mail
(Hermann et al., 2015), NEWSROOM (Grusky
et al., 2018) and XSUM (Narayan et al., 2018) are
predominantly from the news domain. Sharma
et al. (2019) propose BIGPATENT consisting
of U.S. patent documents to summarize each
patent’s abstract. Cohan et al. (2018) propose
two datasets (i.e., Arxiv and PubMed) that
are collected from scientific repositories (i.e.,
arXiv.org and PubMed.com). Fisas et al. (2016)
developed a multi-layered annotated corpus on
Computer Graphics papers, where each sentence
is annotated according to its discourse role. One
difference between our work and the existing

datasets is that, while most of the existing datasets
explore the extractive summarization task, we
focus on abstractive summarization that require
deeper understanding of the domain context.
More importantly, our reference summaries (i.e.,
meta-reviews) are fully annotated with different
categories. In addition, in this work, we explore
text summarization in a new domain (i.e., the
meta-review generation task in the peer review
system), therefore setting MReD apart.
Datasets for the peer review domain. With the
rapid increase on the number of scientific work
submissions, the peer review process becomes an
attracting research domain. Kang et al. (2018) introduce the PeerRead dataset of scientific peer reviews
collected from ACL, NIPS and ICLR to predict the
decisions and ratings of the submissions. Hua et al.
(2019) introduce the AMPERE dataset, collected
from ICLR, UAI, NeurIPS and ACL. This dataset
only contains the reviews, and only 400 reviews
are annotated for identifying proposition classifications. Cheng et al. (2020) introduce a fullyannotated dataset named RR that is collected from
ICLR to conduct argument pair extraction from
peer reviews and rebuttals simultaneously. Bhatia
et al. (2020) introduce a meta-review dataset without any annotation to make some initial attempt for
meta-review generation. In contrast to the datasets
mentioned above, our work utilizes both peer reviews and meta-reviews for controllable text generation. Moreover, our dataset is fully annotated for
understanding the meta-review discourse structure.
Research document annotation. To explore argument structures, previous works explore several
annotation schemes. Teufel et al. (1999) propose
a seven-category annotation scheme on scientific
articles based on the rhetorical moves of argumentation. Liakata et al. (2010) compare two complementary annotation schemes on chemistry research
articles. Lauscher et al. (2018) present an argumentation and rhetorical analysis tool on scientific
publications. However, all these efforts are carried
out on research articles, which still differ in the
nature from the peer review domain.

6

Conclusions

This paper introduces a fully-annotated text generation dataset MReD in a new domain, i.e., the metareviews in the peer review system; and provides
a thorough data analysis to better understand the

data characteristics. With such rich domain knowledge, we propose simple yet effective methods for
controllable text generation. Several experimental
results are presented as baselines for future research
work and thorough result analysis are conducted to
shed light on the control mechanisms.
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A

Data Annotation

As shown in Table 10, CATEGORY indicates the
category of each sentence. Note that even though
the second sentence gives description of the submission and third sentence talks about relevant research, both sentences are used as evidence to support the weakness of the submission. Therefore
both should be labelled as weakness.

B

meta-review:
...[The introduction does not present a clear picture of poisoning attacks.]WEAKNESS [It essentially treats poisoning attacks
as equivalent to backdoor/trojan attacks.]WEAKNESS [This is
not true and a substantial body of research (starting from the
seminal paper by Barreno et al. in 2006) has addressed indiscriminate poisoning attacks aimed at general deterioration of
classifier performance. ]WEAKNESS [A distinction between
a clean-label and a poisoned-label attacks is also not clearly
presented.]WEAKNESS ...

Table 10: An example of part of the meta-review category annotation.

Data Analysis
C

B.1

Percentage of each category for rejected
papers

Figure 7 shows the percentage of each category at
span-level for rejected papers with different ranges
of average rating scores. The percentage of metareviews having “strength” increases as the average
score increases. This coincides with our commonsense that the submissions receiving higher scores
tend to have more strengths. One interesting finding here is that the percentage of “weakness” and
“suggestion” also increases as the average rating
score increases. This may be due to two main
reasons. First, to reject a submission with higher
scores, the area chair has to explain the weakness
with more details and provide more suggestions
for authors to further improve their submissions.
Second, compared to the percentage of “strength”,
“weakness” definitely has a larger percentage within
any range of rating scores. The difference in percentage of “strength” and “weakness” is intuitively
different between the accepted papers and the rejected papers.
B.2

Borderline papers

We further analyze the category distribution in borderline papers. As shown in Figure 8, for submissions within the score range of [4.5,6), there
are 713 accepted submissions and 2,588 rejected
submissions. One clear difference is the percentage of “strength” and “weakness”. Another slight
difference is the percentage of “ac disagreement”.
Though the difference is only 1%, it still suggests
that for the accepted borderline papers, the area
chair tends to share different opinions with reviewers, and thus deciding to accept the borderline submissions.

C.1

Experiments
Tagger for Source Sentences

To obtain labels on source input, we train a tagger based on the human annotated meta-reviews,
then use it to predict labels on the input sentences.
Specifically, we define the task as a sequence labeling problem and apply the long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
networks with a conditional random field (CRF)
(Lafferty et al., 2001) (i.e., LSTM-CRF (Lample
et al., 2016)) model on the annotated MReD dataset.
The same data split as the meta-review generation
task is used. We implement the LSTM-CRF model
in PyTorch. We adopt the standard IOBES tagging scheme (Ramshaw, 1995; Ratinov and Roth,
2009). We fine-tune BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) models in Hugging Face. All models are run with V100 GPU. We
use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with an initial
learning rate of 2e-5 and update parameters. All
models are trained for 30 epochs with early stop of
20. Each epoch takes about 30 minutes. We select
the best model parameters based on the best micro
F1 score on the development set and apply it to the
test set for evaluation.
We report the F1 scores for each category as well
as the overall micro F1 and macro F1 scores in Table 11. Micro F1 is the overall accuracy regardless
of the categories, whereas macro F1 is an average
of per category accuracy evaluation. Since some of
the category labels (eg. “ac disagreement”) are very
rare, their classification accuracy is very low. Overall, micro F1 is a more important metric since it
suggests general performance. The results suggest
that each category has their own characteristics that
can be identified from other categories. RoBERTabase is the best performing model, therefore we use
this model for input sentence label prediction.
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Figure 7: Occurrence of different categories for rejected papers, breakdown by average scores.

Accept (713 submissions)

Reject (2588 submissions)

abstract
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19%
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13%
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Figure 8: Category distribution of borderline submissions (average score in the range of [4.5,6)) breakdown by
final decision.
Micro F1 Macro F1 abstract strength weakness rating ACdisagree rebuttal suggestion decision misc
BERT-base-cased + CRF
BERT-large-cased + CRF
RoBERTa-base + CRF
RoBERTa-large + CRF

85.27
84.68
85.83
85.72

76.71
77.84
79.98
79.34

94.58
93.93
94.47
94.42

86.12
86.71
86.43
85.61

86.21
84.36
86.73
87.09

85.21
84.07
84.56
85.40

30.77
40.00
54.84
50.00

73.80
72.60
74.44
73.97

73.89
74.35
72.79
75.63

91.30
91.60
93.08
90.93

68.49
72.96
72.54
71.00

Table 11: Main results for meta-review discourse understanding.

C.2

Additional Transformers Models

We provide baselines of uncontrolled generation
and controlled (sentence-control) generation on
MReD using other common Transformer pretrained models in Table 12.
C.3

Source Length Statistics

Since the Transformers models truncate input to a
specific length due to limited GPU space, we show
the length statistics of MReD inputs in Table 13.
C.4

Attention Aggregation Method

Since our attention attribution analysis is based on
aggregated attention scores from each output sentence to the input sentences, we elaborate on the aggregation method here. During generation, we can

obtain the attention weights for each output token
with respect to the input tokens. Specifically, we
take the last decoder layer’s cross attention weights
at each decoding time step. We then calculate an
attention value for each output token on each input
sentence, by aggregating the output token’s attention weights on the list of input tokens that belong
to the same sentence by max pooling. Finally, we
can calculate a output-sentence-to-input-sentence
attention score, by aggregating these attention values for the output tokens that belong to the same
sentence using summation.
For calculating the attention values on input sentences, common aggregation method on the attention weights for the input tokens include summation, averaging or max pooling . We experiment

Pretrained Model

R1

R2

RL

Uncontrolled Generation
facebook/bart-large-cnn* cccccccccc
facebook/bart-large
t5-large
google/pegasus-cnn_dailymail

34.70
34.50
33.51
31.31

8.71
8.91
9.10
7.03

20.92
21.10
22.12
19.03

Controlled Generation
bart-large-cnn* cccccccccc
facebook/bart-large
t5-large
google/pegasus-cnn_dailymail

38.82
37.04
36.37
34.66

10.71
10.22
10.78
9.10

23.11
23.26
24.83
22.21

Table 12: Results of other common Transformers summarization models. Top shows uncontrolled generation results; bottom shows controlled generation of the
setting sentence-control, with maximum source input
2048. * represents our selected model in the main paper.
Data Split cccccccccccccccccccccccccc max med avg
train
validation
test

7276 1482 1368
3762 1427 1352
5144 1454 1352

Table 13: Source length statistics on all data splits. Max
for maximum source length, med for median source
length, and avg for average source length.
Generated
Content

Attention Attribution

Sent 1:
(weakness)
The
reviewers
raised a number of
concerns including
the correctness of
the proof, the lack
of a simple baseline,
and the presentation
of the paper.
Sent 2:
(rebuttal process)
The authors’ rebuttal addressed some
of these concerns,
but not to the degree that the reviewers felt it should be.

Table 14: Attention analysis for control labels not
found in gold.

with all three methods, and discover that summation favours long sentences and causes inaccurate
identification of input sentences. For averaging,
irrelevant short sentences may be included. This
is because the relevant sentences sometimes only
contain a few tokens with heavy attention weights,
causing their average attention value to be low.
Max pooling captures the relevant input sentences
most effectively, that the identified input sentences
frequently have common information with the generated sentence. For aggregation of attention values
into a attention score from each output sentence to
each input sentence, summation is used. This can
be viewed as allowing each output token to vote a
score on all input sentences, so that the input sentence receiving the highest total score is the most
relevant.
Once we have the attention scores, we can attribute the generation of each output sentence to the
most relevant input sentences by selecting the input
sentences with top scores. Then, we can colorize
the input tokens in the selected sentences based
on their individual attention weights. For better
visualization, we normalize the attention weights
of all selected tokens instead of using the original
attention weights obtained from the decoder, which
will cause the colorization to be too faint to see.
C.5

Additional Attention Analysis

We provide additional analysis for the example in
case study where the control labels differ significantly from the gold labels. As shown in Table
14, the generation on “weakness” seems to be well
based from the input (it correctly identifies issues
with the “proof” and “lack of simple baseline”).
However, the attention analysis of the generated
“rebuttal process” sentence does not capture any relevant input sentence. Upon closer inspection, we
discover that the input does not contain any information regarding “rebuttal process”, so the model
most likely has come up with typical “rebuttal process” information that it has remembered from past
training.

